Ziex S/TZ05

Best in Class, All Season Performance and Comfort for Luxury SUVs and Light Trucks

The ZIEX S/TZ05 features the latest in tread compound and construction technology designed specifically for SUV and 1/2 ton sport truck applications. With an advanced M+S all-season non-directional tread design, the S/TZ05 enjoys the freedom of rotation in all directions, optimizing tread life. With double tapered cut tread blocks and staggered shoulder lug grooves, the S/TZ05 is a smooth, quiet and dynamic tire. Available from 20-inch to 24-inch applications, this tire covers many of today’s popular SUV and LT wheel fitments. Whether you’re cruising through the city or driving on the open highway, the S/TZ05 provides unparalleled performance and comfort.

FEATURES:

5 RIB SYMMETRIC TREAD DESIGN
provide increased high speed stability and the freedom of tire rotation, enhancing tread life and wear life.

WIDE SHOULDER BLOCKS
increase tread stiffness allowing for maximized performance and even wear.
DOUBLE TAPERED CUT TREAD BLOCKS
create a state-of-the-art look while maximizing noise control and water evacuation.

WIDE AND NARROW SHOULDER LUG GROOVES
designed to optimize noise reduction.

SOLID CENTER RIB
for improved lateral handling and highway stability.

STEEL BELTS
offer greater tread rigidity, superior grip and high speed stability.

JOINT-LESS NYLON CAP PLY
increases durability at high speeds and promotes long lasting even wear.